Air vents in a drip irrigation system
serve two important functions:
1. To release air out when you
turn the system on and while
the system is running.
2. To allow air to easily re-enter
the system when you turn it off.
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Without air vents, trapped air

pockets can block tubes, which
causes poor uniformity — some
plants receive more water than
others. A large air pocket can even
stop water flow.
The Simple Air Vent allows
air to escape when you
turn the system on or off,
but not during irrigation.
The Full Function Air Vent allows
air bubbles to escape
even while the system
is operating.
Full Function Air Vents
can be used in any
situation that requires an
air vent. Simple Air Vents
only work in some situations, but
they cost less money.
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A full-function air vent in use in a field.
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Full Function Air Vents should be
installed at high points on the main
line to prevent small bubbles from
becoming trapped and turning into
large pockets of air that can block
the flow of water during irrigation.

When you turn the irrigation system off,
water flowing downhill creates a
vacuum in the upper tubes, and dirt can
get sucked into the hose through the
emitters. This contaminates the hoses
and can cause the plugging of emitters.

Simple Air Vents should be installed
at the end of the main lines and
secondary tubes. This allows all of
the air in the system to escape
quickly when you turn it on.

Simple Air Vents should be
installed at the high point of
secondary tubing to prevent
these problems.
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The Full Function Air Vent can be
installed upstream of a water meter
to prevent trapped air from spinning
the meter and registering water
usage that is really only air.
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